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FINANCIAL RESULTS OF 29 POULTRY FLOCKS
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I ntroducti on.

This report summarises the financial results of
29 flocks on farms in Berkshire, Hampshire, Oxfordshire and
Warwickshire. The first part deals with results from 20 general
farm flocks and includes a comparison of results from 14 identical
flocks for 1950 — 51 and 1951 — 52. The second part deals with
results from nine naccreditedu breeding farms and also includes a
comparison of results on the same nine farms in the previous year.

PART I , Financial Results of 20 General Farm Flocks for the

.12.2,y21.p.E.acs.,E.911.2E_)mmencin Autumn  1951.

1. The Sample. 

The flocks of which thirteen were in Oxfordshire,
three in Berkshire, two in Warwickshire and two in Hampshire were
relatively large. Only six flocks had less than 500 layers at
the start of the 1951 season and nine flocks had more than 1,000
layers.

The size distribution of flocks and the distribution
of the total number of layers within the 20 flocks were as follows:—.

Size of flock
(layers)

100 — 250 3 
R3g.250 - 500 3

500 — 750 4 2548
750 - 1000 1 925

1000 — 2000 7 7481
2000 and above 2 4890

No. of flocks

111111111114...1.1.1,..mr.forarbew.

20 17285

Pure or cross—bred Rhode Island Reds were kept
on every farm except one. The most important crosses were
Black Leghorn, Light Sussex and Itirlaite Leghorn in that order. The
pure Rhode Island Red breed accounted for eight per cent, of the
total number of birds, crosses with this breed accounting for
a further 68 per cent. Only two farms had pure—bred flocks;
both were Rhode Island Reds. Thirteen flocks had one breed only,
two had two breeds, four had three breeds and one flock had four
breeds.



The present trend towards keeping poultry under
intensive conditions is reflected in the ample. Thus 14 of the
20 flocks were kept intensively — deep litter (6), hen yard (4)
and battery (4). The remaining flocks were kept on free range

(3), in wiredr-in runs (2) and in fold units (1). Electric
lighting to stimulate winter egg production was fitted in laying
houses on 14 farms and 10 of these had automatic time switches.

No detailed comparison of results achieved under
different systems of housing has been attempted in this report

because the numbers of each type are not sufficiently large to

justify drawing any conclusions.

2. Financial Results.

Results are given for the 1951 — 52 laying season

which varied from 5 months to 11 months according to culling
practice. They are based on the number of layers in a flock at

the start of the season and are presented per 100 layers" for

ease of comparison. This method of calculating results is

usually preferred by general farmers to the alternative method of

calculating results over a period of 12 months according to the

average number of layers kept — the method used in the

corresponding report last year The change has been made for

two reasons: firstly, because co—operating farmers wish to
know results season by season and hot perhaps of one season and

the first two or three months of a second season; secondly,
because results based on the average number of birds kept, tend to

be very misleading if flock numbers do not remain fairly steady

during the accounting period.

A very simple example will help to show how misleading

this method of calculation can be: suppose a flock of 1,000

layers made a profit of E500 in six months and was then sdld.
Assume that no losses occurred through death Or by culling during

the six months and that no other layers came on to the farm

within the 12 month accounting period. According to the method

of presenting results used in this report, the profit per layer

would amount to 10/ 00 • But, according :to the
(1,00 layers

Financial Results of 33 Poultry Flocks in Southern England
in 1950 — 51. By J,A. Moliett. Miscellaneous Cost Studies

No.22, May 1952.



second method, noted above, using the average number of layers
as the basis of calculating the profit per bird ̀ would amount
to 20/— ( Total_ -profit £500

lige. number
of layers 500 layers

The figure of 20/— profit per layer is, of course, grossly
misleading for it suggests that the farmer could have earned a
profit in the second six months at th same rate as in the
first six months„ In other words, that his profit would have
risen from £500 to E1,000 if he had kept his fiock for 12 months
instead of for 6 months t In practise, this would most
certainly not have happened; the profit might •very well have
been lowered or perhaps only slightly raised* This is admittedly
an extreme c,xaxnple but it does show the weakness of calculating
results according to the average number of layers kept,

Table I gives average results for the 20 flocks and
indicates the relative importance of the various items of
expense.

Table I.

Averagp fin er  100 lanzs to the nearest 41
of 20 P;eneral farm flocks for the 1 • -1 — 2 lay,L.ng,_iuggi9at.

Expenses: Food
Flock depreciation
Labour
Mi cc ell aneous

Toted. Expenses
Receipts:— Egg Sales

Net Income

z

119 61.3
32 16.5
24 12.3
19 9-9

1194 100.0
211

010111.amsomanomo•

+17
011.0•01111....10M1

Average net income amounted to £17 per 100 layers, but there
was a wide distribution of net incomes as Table 2 indicates*

A definition of terms used in Table I is given in the Appendix.
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Table II.
1.11111111..ONMON.0111111.1.1110POMOINIMPOINP.

Distribution of net incomes er 100 la era.

Net Income

Loss
0 — £10

£10 — £20
£20 — E30
£30 — £40
£40 and above

No. of flocks

2

6

3
20

Four flocks made losses, whilst at the other extreme three flocks
made net incomes of £40 or more per 100 layers. This wide
distribution was caused by a variety of factors, mainly managerial,
which will be pointed out in the following comments on flock
expenses and receipts.

A. Expenses.

a) Food. At £119 per 100 layers, this iten represented
three—fifths of total expenses and it follows that economy in the
use of this costly commodity had a close bearing on the level of
net income, Thus all three flocks with egg sales amounting to
less than £140 for every £100 spent on food made substantial losses.
On the other hand, with the exception of one flock whose net income
amounted to only ,E6 per 100 layers, all eleven flocks with egg
sales amounting to £180 or more for every R100 spent on food made
net incomes of, at least, £20 per 100 layers.

Economy in the use of food may be expressed
in terms of eggs produced for a given unit of food. This method
tends to concentrate attention on the technical rather than on the
economic aspect of egg production as it takes no account of the
ruling prices of food and eggs And of the seasonal nature of
production. Nevertheless, the following data bring out clearly
the close relationship between the food : egg conversion rate
and net income.

No. of eggs 
er . food_

Under 125
125 — 150
150 — 175
175 and above

No. of
flocks

3

2.

Net Income

—g417 £23
-,e267 •-El9, nil, £12, £30.

£24, £33
£257 £28, £31 £37 £577E607E89.



This analysis generally shows an upward trend in
net income per 100 layers as the conversion rate of food into
eggs improves. It is interesting to note, however, that one
flock made a net income of £23 per 100 layers in spite of a
low food conversion rate. This relatively good result is
I argely explained by low food costs and high egg prices so
that every Z100 spent on food brought in £187 in egg sales.
This exceptional case only helps to emphasise the point that
measures of technical efficiency alone can prove misleading in
an economic analysis.

The cost of food varied considerably depending
largely upon the proportion of home-grown food (charged at
market prices) included in the ration. Five flocks had no
home-grown food, vvhilt at the other extreme, ten fiocks had
as much as two-thirds of their food from home sources. The
effect of the differing importance of home-grown food in
layerst rations is reflected in the following analysis of food
costs per cwt. for 19 flocks - one flock was fed partly on
swill and is omitted.

. Cost of ...averat., food No. of 
•Der cwt. flocks

32/- to 34/- 6

32//: '-bt 38//: 
7
4

38/- to 40/- 2

Home-grown food consisted mainly of wheat, oats,
barley and dredge corn - in that order of importance.
Proprietary foods were used by 12 flocks 'whilst the remaining
8 flocks were given rations mixed on the farm.

The need to avoid waste in feeding should need
little emphasis; but, the effect that even a small rise in
feeding efficiency has upon the level of net income is
sometimes not fully realised. For instance, a saving of only
five per cent in food costs would have raised average net
income from 117 to £23 per 100 layers - an increase of 35 per.
cent. This saving could very well come from the use of better
feeding techniques and appliances together with a more careful
check on the quantity of food fed.

_



b). This item at £32 per 100
layers was next in importance to foods Flock depreciation is
the difference in value of a lasing flock at the start of a
season and the value of culls sold (or eaten) and. of any birds
left in the flock at the end of a seasons

The amount of depreciation depends upon three
factors - the cost of laying birds, flock mortality and culling
practice. These variable factors together cause a wide
distribution of flock depreciation as the following data oho%

Faock depreciation
p.23:122.11ysza

Number of
22 

Under£25 7.
£25-35 3
£35 - E45
£45 and above

20
111111010.1.1.1.1.111.11111.10110

The influence of the factors is brought out
clearly in a comparison of the two flocks with the lowest and
highest depreciation. Mon two flocks had rates of depreciation
of £18 and £51 per 100 layers, respectively. The difference
was due partly to a 10 per cent mortality rate in the first
flock as against 15 per cent in the second, partly to lower cost
of rearing - 285 per 100 layers in the first flock as against
£90 in the second, but mainly to the influence of culling
practise, Thus the first flock was Culled at Christmas and
Easter when the birds made good prices while the second was
culled in May and June. Culls from the first realised £67 per
100 layers and from the second only £39 per 100 layers.

For the whole sample the range in rearing costs
was as follows:

Cost of rg_aring
100 laying birds

No. of 
flocks

£65 £70
£70 - £75
£75 - £80
£80 - £85 3
£85 - £90
£90 - £95 7

20

Ole



The main causes of these differences in rearing costswere the varying incidence of disease and the amount of careand attention given to birds in their earliest stages of growth.Coccidiosis was the chief disease occurring in seven flocks;bacilliary white diarrhoea and big liver each appeared in twoflocks. Over-crowding and consequent suffocation - largely theresult of poor management - caused heavy chick losses in four
flocks and bad weather caused losses in another four flocks.The analysis of losses in rearing laying birds was as follow -

Mort all ty No. of flocks

Under 5
-10

10 - 20
20 and above 3

20

Flock depreciation was also irfluenced by mortality
amongst adult birds. Losses varied from as little as three
per cent to as much as 30 per cent. Fowl paralysis (8 flocks)
and prolapsus of the oviduct (5 flocks) were the main oases of
death. Other causes included feather-pecking and cannibalism
(3 flocks), fowl cholera (2 flocks), big liver (1 flock) and
dropsy (3. flock).

The analysis of losses was as follows:-

Mortality rate No. of flocks

Under 5 45 -10 510 - 20 7
20 and above 4

20

Culling practice - the time and intensity with which
birds are culled-is the third and main factor influencing
flock depreciation. Culling practice differed greatly, thus:-

6 culled regularly during the year.
6 culled all birds by June.
4 culled all birds by Spring.
2 culled few birds during the year.
1 culled steadily and had a constant supply

of replacements.
I culled three-quarters in Spring and kept

the rest on range for the following season.

"a,



The system of housing had little influence on culling
practice. Thus five of the 14 flocks kept under intensive
C onditions were culled by Spring, four by June and five
were culled regularly throughout the year. . Of the flocks
kept less intensively, two were rarely, culled, two were
culled regularly and two flocks were culled by June.

The effect of these differing culling practices
is reflected in the total value of culls sold per 100 layers.
Here are the relevant data...

Total value of culls

£30 — £35
£35 — £40
£40 £45
£45 — £50
£50 ... £55
£55 ... £60
£60 £65
£65 — £70

No. of
flocks 

1

20
IMMOMMIONMIMMOB

The widely differing culling practices probably
reflect varying judgments about the advantage of culling
za91. laying stock in Spring so as to avoid the seasonal fall
in prices, The advantage to be gained by vigorous Spring
culling will depend upon the extent to which the extra
production from Summer layers will cover the extra cost of
their keep and depreciation, In affect, this means that
Summer layers must lay enough extra eggs to cover their extra
food and loss of carcase value, sine labour and equipment
are relatively fixed costs and are not affected by the rate
of culling. The measure of success of a culling practise
is whether it helps to raise net income. If birds which
would have laid enough extra eggs in summer to cover their
extra food and loss of carcase value are killed in Spring then
net income is reduced, It is essentially a matter for the
individual farmer to decide when to cull a flock as food
costs and laying rates in the winter and summer vary so much
from one flock to another.

c) . Labour — At £24 per 100 layers, labour formed
12 per cent of total expenses.' Labour costs varied from £9
to £.4.0 per 100 layers depending upon the length of season,
system of housing used and the ability with which work was
planned. Family labour took charge of six flocks and partial

8 dor



charge of four flocks, hired workers took charge af ten flocks,

The relatively smell share of total costs attributable
to labour is frequently overlooked when various methods of
housing poultry are being discussed. For example, a reduction
of 10 per cent in labour costs would have raised average net
incomes by only £2,8s, per 100 layers. The seine result could
have been achieved by a reduction of only two per cent in food
costs

d). elivipouA - All other expenses, including equipment
depreciation come under this heading. Miscellaneous expenses
amounted on average to £11.9 per 100 layers but the range varied
from £7 to £37 depending mainly upon length of season and the
type and age of houses used,

Average egg sales mounted to £211 per 100 layers
• but the range was considerable as shown below:-

Egg,1.42,98 No, pf,
psx,...710llayms faockg.

£130 - £180 6
£180 - £230 9
£230 - £260 3
Above £280 2

20

This wide range resulted from differences in laying
performance, in the length of the laying season and in the
seasonal pattern of egg production. The ireluence of these
factors upon egg sales and net income is shown in Table 1117
with data collected from seven flocks,



Table III.

The relationshi' between cullin -practice eason
attern of e loroduotion e sales and net income,

Flock Most birds .1,1118.i2....2K_EEE-217.911112tion
no. 2.11112A.ja.

ag, Net
Sales 

or 
Income

p Winter -.Summer 1.40....1.z=a

1 
% Ad 

130 -57
Z E

August 
li2 June 65 148

3 September 39 41 219 -19
4 March 48 166 +33
5 April 51 - 170 +37
6 September g 65 271 is g07
7 September 62 347 

Rates of egg production of, at least, 40 per cent in
winter and 55 per cent in summer are generally required to enable
a flock to make a surplus, Table III shows clearly that the
two most profitable flocks had relatively high rates of egg
production in both winter and summer, with consequent high egg
sales per 100 layers. Next in order of profitability one two
flocks with relatively good rates of egg production for wire;rrr
only. At the other extreme, three flocks macblosses and. had
low egg sales considering the length of their respective seasons.

3) . 6_22aaLELE212_21LmulIalxom 14..1JATtical flocks durirlg
Vie 1950 -1.....51-1a.12511-201L.gallo

The $am-ole, - Little change occurred in methods of managing the
14 flocks during the two seasons, Culling practice, type of
housing, methods of rearing and feeding, breeds used - all remained
more or less the same* The main change occurred in poultry
numbers. The number of layers in the sample rose from 10,541
in Autumn 1950 to 12,421 in Autumn 1951 -a rise of 11.4 per cent.
This increase was not general, however; poultry numbers fell
sharply in• two flocks, rose considerably in five flocks and
remained more or less the sane for the remaining seven flooks.

111111111......11111111111111.11111.11111.11MOMmorimar 

* Number of eggs collected as per cent of number of eggs that
would have been laid if each bird had laid an egg daily e.g. 100
hens lay 350 eggs in a week, rate of production = 50% 52 ego_

100 hens x 7 day s)
- -



The flocks which had more layers in the second season
benefited from lower fixed costs — chiany labour and equipment
costs — per 100 layers which helped to offset the rise which
occurred in food costs.

The average results for the 1950 — 51 and 1951 . 52
seasons are given in Table IV.

Table IV.

Avera_e fin ncial results er 3.00 1 r ex reseed to
the ne enera,1 farm .19912.122L1112.125._=_51..aag

n se ..son.

•.1251 1951. - 5 2,
Expenses: Food 121 133

Flock depreciation 29 29
• Labour 23

Miscellaneous 13 1
Total Expenses 186 200

Receipts: Egg Sales 20 
Net Income +23_ +15

The main features of Table IV are: (1) the fall in
net income per 100 layers from £23 in the 1950 — 51 season to
£15 in the 1951 — 52 season; (2) the rise in total expenses
per 100 layers from £186 in the first season to £200 in the
second — most of it caused by a shaTp rise in food costs; (3) the
relatively small increase in the value of egg sales per 100
layers which amounted to E209 in the first season and £215 in the
second.

Not all flocks suffered a reduction in net income,
however, Five flocks actually increased their net income in
the second season in spite of a worsening in the relationship
between the price of food and the price of eggs. The individupl
flock results for the two seasons are given in Table V.

J



TABLE V.

Differenceg. Jap, ex:aenses, rece t
1 ne
flocks durin_ the 1 0- and

net incomejL,D.A., 
ner f

seascingt

Flock
No.

Difference
in

Expenses

Difference
in

Receipts

Net Income
1951
— 52

Difference
in Net
income

1950
— 51

1
2
3
4
5

i 

6

s
9
10
11
12
13
14

E
+11
+13
—6
+19
+13
—1
+14
4. 23
+26
+21
+21
+ 17
b- 5
+ 5

a
+13
—
—4
+ 5
—65
+5
+ 8
— 28
+13
+13
+41
+ 12
+ 5
+30
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PART II — Financial Results oS_LIAcoredited aut
dun in I 951 52

1). The Sample. Five of the farms were in Hampshire, three
were in Berkshire and one in Olfordshire. Seven farms had less
than 15 acres, and of these, one had a flock of 200 layers, three
had between 400 and 700 layers and three had between 850 and 17500
layers. Two farms had more than 40 acres with flocks larger
than 3,000 layers. The farms have been arranged in ascending
order according to flock size in Tables TIT. and VII,

2). Financial Results. The data given in Tables VI and VII,
which show the expenses, receipts and net incomes of tie nine farms
during 1951 — 52, were obtained from trading accounts. The
accounting year was not the same on all farms. Thus five closed
their accounts at Michaelmas 1951 one at December 1951 and three
at Lady Day 1952. The results daown are thus not strictly
oomparable with those given ifl the first part of this report for
general farm flocks,

—12—
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Financial result

Table VI.

or 100 l ers e ressed to the nearest a)
of • wore **bed f 2,

Flock Number

ZEZ . EEZZE

Total receipts 463 410 361 383 357 315 486 534 408

Expenses:
,

Food 250 278 241 218 274 225 301 35 221
Labour 77 • 50 73 . 88 1439 53 87 ,... 87
Repairs 4 4 - 3.1 8 10 12 23 14
Eggs and

stoOk
106 20 7 3 3 4 10 13 2

Fuel 4 9 7 9 5, 1 4 7 24 20
Miscellaneous 9 7. 10 20 16 10 22 22 17
Equipment
depreciation 15 22 12 12 5 12 3 18 12

.........MM.M....... ibmwob.,wooliftisimiseimisorseSem.smommordwisemaleiss..homerWM.........~.

Total Expenses 376 40 354 361 *400 318 42 515 373

Receipts less
Expenses +87 —10 +7 +22 —43 —3 +44 +19 +35

Valuation
difference + 9 —5 —3 "+5 4 —29 +6 +3 +22

Net Income +96 —15 • +4 +27 —39 3 +50 +22 +57

One of the main features of Table VI is the wide distribution
in total receipts per 100 layers, A detailed analysis of
receipts is given in Table VII: the data given in this Table
should be studied together with those contained in Table VI as
cliff erenoes in expenses and. receipts are clearly irfluenoed by
the relative importance of young stock, day oldchicks, hatching
eggs etc as sources of income.

40.0



Table VII.

(Ox-oressed to the neare t
of I ac ore tedt farms durin

Flock Number 1 2 3 Lk6 7 8 9
Recei-ots: Z Z E Z Z Z E Z Z

Market eggs 204 109 158 239 127 232 242 3.67 3.49
Hatohi ng eggs 183 — 83 59 120 30 58 72 1
Young stook 19 179 4.0 13 78 - 109 188 16
Day—old chicks . — 1 11 — — 35 4 154Table poultry
Miscellaneous

57
-

122 70
9

54
7

29
3

43
10

34
8

80 73

Total receipts 463 420 361 383 357 315 486 534 408

The most significant features of Tables VI anCA. VII
are as follows:

a). The wide range in net income per 100 layers from a loss
of £39 to a surplus of £96. Three farms made considerable
losses vb.ilst, at the other extreme, three' made surpluses of
£50 or more. One flock just covered its expenses and the
remaining two flocks had surpluses of £22 and £27 respectively.

b). 'The wide range in food, costs per 1-00 layers. This range
• — from £218 to £353 - reflects partly the varying importance of
young stock as 'a source of income and. partly the relative
efficiency in feeding. Almost all food used was purchased and
there was little difference in Drices paid for it.

The relationship between net income and feeding efficiency
— expressed in terms of net output* per £100 food — •gas 'as
follows—

Net output is a concept which expresses in a single figure
the amount available to meet the production costs of food.7
labour, equipment and sundries. It includes all sales less
any purchases of stock, plus or minus any difference in
closing and opening valuation of stocks



Net -Income ut

6.41,

Z32

£4
£22
e-2,2

£57
f:96

E133.
£125
£138
£145
£149
£176
a 60
£194
£182

The effect of different levels of feeding d'ficiency
on net income is clearly shown. Thus the farm with anet output amounting to only £131. per £100 food made a lossof £38 per 100 layers while at the other extreme the farm
with a net output worth £182 per £100 food had a surplus
of £96 per 100 layers.

c). The wide range in total receipts per 100 layers
— .from £315 to E534 I-I reflecting partly different seasonal
patterns of egg production and partly the relative
importance of day—old chicks, hatching eggs and young stock
as sources of income.

3).A comparison ,of results on t.1.1922LedieteciLlassia
in 1 -T_LInd. ..52

Changes in average results for the identical sample
during 1950 — 51 and 1951 — 52 are shown in Table VIII.

Table VIII

Average :___Fin„Pnci results per 100 la ere ex.ressed
to the nearest E of 9 lacorediteduri,

2155,71._Laraci 1 - 2.
Expensest

Food
Labour
Repairs
Eggs and stock
Mi scellaneous

Total IcipenceS
Total receipts*

Net income

1Q0 51

22
78
11
10

2:252„4..a

262

357 395_3.24 43.4 
+37 +19

Total reo,stotr- are Rdju. et ed to take account a
valtiation differences.



The main features of Table VIII are (1) the fall in
net income per 100 layer 87 from £37 in 1950 — 51 to £19 in
1951 — 52, (2) the rise in food costs per 100 layers, from
£221 in 1950 — 51 to £262 in 1951 — 52, (3) the steadiness of
other expenses, (4), the rise in total receipts per 100 layers,
from £389 in the first year to ze113 in the second. In other
words, the rise in receipts was not enotigh to meet the rise in
food costs with the result that average net income fell by half.

Not all farms had lower net incomes in the second year,
however. Three farms increased their net income — although one
by only a mall amount. The individual changes in net income,
expenses and receipts are given in Table IX.

Table IX.

ifferenceses.oegz_secei t and net Imo
exioressed to the nee;rest-7,7

250 — r1 and 1_951 — 5g.

Farm
No.

Diff ere nc e
in Expenses

Difference
in Receipts

+ 95
—15
•-•
+ 69
+ 90

3.8
+ 38
+ 50
+ 39

Net Income
1950 — 51

+97
+
— 53
+ 98
+ 86
- 86
- 16
+
+ 26

+
+
+14
+21
+26
+36
+39
+102
+109

1951 — 52

z

+
+27
-38
+50
+22
—32
—15
+57
+96

er 100 1
accredi duri

q.tfi

..arsem.r,isorraisomeroliimes.

Difference

Net
in mane

+
+20
.52
+29
—
—68
—54
—45
—13

Farms are arranged in ascending order according to
not income per 100 layers in 1950 — 51. The farms would have
been placed in a very afferent order if net income per 100 layers
in 1951 — 52 instead of in 1950 — 51 had decided their position
in the Table. This is because differences between net incomes
in 1950 — 51 and 1951 — 52 varied so much — from an increase of
£29 to a decrease of £68 per 100 layers.

Only two farms had significant downward changes in •
expenses per 100 layers mounting to £15 and £18 respectively.
Two farms had a very large increase in expenses per 100 layers
amounting to £95 and £90 respectively; but only part of these
increases was due to a rise in food. costs, part was due to an
increase in the quantity of young stock reared for sale.

— 16 —



Diff cremes in receipts per 100 layers between the
two years varied greatly. At one extreme, receipts fell by
£86„ at the other they rose by £97. This wide range was
partly due to a change in the importance of different sale
items, e.g. an increase or decrease in the quantity of young
stock sold and partly to a change in the seasonal pattern of
egg pr_oduction and the proportion of total eggs sold for
hatching purposes.

The downward trend in net income per 100 layers is
shown in Table IX to have affected all but three of the nine
farms. Three farms made losses in 1951 — 52 of £157 £32 and
£38 per 100 layers respectively wb.ilst all farms had made
surpluses in the previcus year. The severity of the fall in net
income was generally greatest for those flocks which had done
relatively well in 1950 51, but the limited size of the sample
makes it difficult to draw any generalisations about this.

•
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Appendix.

Definition of ter!n used.

EgR sapilec — include eggs used in the farmhouse etcgiven
to workers as perquisites, eggs sold. to
packing stations and to hatcherises.

Foods purchased foods are taken at cost price and.
include such things as oyster shell, grit,
minerals and cod liver oil. Home-.grown
foods are charged at their estimated maricet
price. No deduction for the value cf manure
produced has been made to the cost of f cods.

;?p,bour, includes family labour which has been charged
at the appropriate statutory rates.

Miscellaneoag

— this expense Item includes equipment depreciation
till& has been charged at rates of 10 — 15 per
cent on values agreed with tho farmer. These
agreed values were usually higher than book
values which in many instances were insignirwant
and reflected in some measure the greatly
increased cost of replacing existing equipnent.

•

is the difference in value of a laying flock
at the start of a season and the value of culls
sold (or eaten) and of any birds left in tho
flock at the end of a season.
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